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1 of 1 review helpful An excellent followup to the Dead Sea Deception By finance_nerd An excellent followup to the 
Dead Sea Deception Adam Blake is Mike Carey author of the highly entertaining Felix Castor novels Here he veers 
into different territory When I first looked at the cover it seemed like another dan brown rip off I could not be more 
wrong This is way more sophisticated than anything Dan Brown has ever wri Three years ago Heather Kennedy left 
the Metropolitan police under a shadow that has followed her ever since Now she has been called in to advise on a 
supposed burglary in the now defunct British Museum reading room Kennedy soon establishes that rather than steal 
anything someone has broken into the stacks in order to photograph pages from books about Johann Toller a crazed 
prophet of 17th century Europe Toller believed that the end of days was at hand and he made About the Author Adam 
Blake is a pseudonym for a successful and acclaimed novelist who writes books in a different genre 
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